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 Autumn 1 Year group:  

5/6 
Lesson composition 

Lesson Curriculum focus Learning 

objective 

Whole class teaching and learning 

 

 

Independent and group learning (including 

differentiation opportunities) 

O
ne

 

Handle a rugby ball 

correctly 

To be 

competent in 

handling a rugby 

ball. 

Starter 

Sprinting and side-stepping 

 

Focus on how the game of rugby is played- 

sportsmanship etc. 

Bring in points system based on 

compliments 

Main 

Demonstrate how we handle the ball using the ‘W’ 

formation of the hand. Show children how this makes it 

easier for us to release the ball. Children to practise 

handling the ball. 

Show children how to pass the ball to someone else. 

Children to work with a partner to pass the ball.  

 

Relay games involving moving with the ball and passing 

the ball. 

 

Plenary 

Cool-down and discuss session 

T
w
o 

Pass and receive a 

rugby ball. 

Show awareness of 

space and distance 

when sending and 

receiving. 

To send and 

receive a Rugby 

ball correctly 

Starter 

Hot potato passing technique 

Main 

Demonstrate to the children that when they receive the 

ball they will need to move into space for it. Children to 

gain confidence in greater distances by passing the ball 

to each other and then increasing the distance between 

each other.  

Children to play small-sided team game where the object 

is to gain and keep possession of the ball whilst passing 

to each other- any direction 

Plenary 

Cool-down and discuss session 
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T
h
re

e
 

Understand the term 

tagging. 

Play small sided 

competitive games. 

Work co-operatively 

to organise and 

maintain a game. 

To become 

familiar with 

‘tagging’ 

Starter 

Practise basic game of tag… then link into 

main focus 

 

Introduction to tagging. 

 

Main 

Demonstrate how to put on the belt and how to tag 

someone. Practise tagging by playing ‘Crows and cranes’ 

and ‘Stick in the mud’. Discuss that in a game you must 

always shout ‘Tagged’ and give back the tag to the 

player.  

 

Practise 3 V 3 using this principle 

 

Game: bull dog variations  

 

Plenary 

Cool-down and discuss session 

F
ou

r 

Play tactically to 

attack and defend. 

Play small-sided 

competitive games. 

To understand 

the basic 

principles for 

attacking and 

defending 

Starter 

Practising passing backwards 

 

Rules of rugby  

What to do during in game stoppages 

Main 

Attacking and defending. 

Practise running with the ball and passing drills to 

refresh. Without a ball, 3 V 2 practise running through 

defenders whilst trying not to get tagged. Introduce 

the ball and encourage players to pass before they are 

tagged. Game - In a 10m by 20m grid 3 V 2. Demonstrate 

how to score i.e. ball placed down with both hands over 

the try-line. This time defenders can move to tag an 

attacker. Remind players to shout ‘Tagged’ and to return 

the tag. 

 

Plenary 

Cool-down and discuss session 
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F
iv
e
 

Kick tactically  To understand 

how to kick and 

rugby ball and 

the rules when 

it is kicked 

Starter  

Grubber kicks chase and catch 

Main 

2 types of kicks- punt and kicking for territory 

Demonstrate both and give chn time to practise 

 

Game- Punt kick and chase 

Territory- furthest kick 

 

Plenary 

Cool-down and discuss session 

S
ix

 

Play small-sided 

competitive games. 

Work co-operatively 

to organise and 

maintain a game. 

To understand 

how to keep a 

game of Rugby 

flowing and 

continuing.  

Starter 

Pop passing- opposite groups 

Main 

Practise the 3 V 2 drill from last week to remind 

children. Discuss the 5 pass rule, the defending 

formation and the attacking formation - inverted ‘V’. 

Practise beginning in the attacking formation and 

passing to get to the try-line. Game - 5 V 5 game 

using the correct formation over the width of the pitch. 

 

Plenary 

Cool-down and discuss session 

S
e
ve

n 

Apply the rules and 

conventions of a 

rugby game to a 

modified version. 

Work co-operatively 

to organise and 

maintain a game. 

Understand the 

basic rules of 

Rugby 

Starter 

Circle passing 

Crossover passing 

Main 

Differentiate matches by ability groupings 

Mini tournaments to consolidate and reinforce all skills. 

Extra skill teaching where necessary. Evaluate 

performance, practise and improve as appropriate to 

individuals. 

 

Plenary 

Cool-down  

Discuss good skill and sportsmanship  

 


